TOP NEWS

Machine Learning Master Algorithm: Next big wave for enterprises
IT World Canada

What has a bigger impact and is more disruptive on the enterprise than the Internet, IoT, mobile/embedded smart devices, cloud, social networking, social media, 3-D printing, augmented/virtual reality, robotics, and drones? Machine Learning (ML). Your enterprise will live, grow, and die from ML. ML provides huge competitive advantage for those strongly embracing it. What are you doing about it? How much do you know about ML? READ MORE

IBM Webcast: 'Evaluating Price And Performance of Cloud Providers: SoftLayer vs. AWS and Microsoft'
CIPS

This webcast details a set of price performance comparisons involving common workload scenarios, benchmark tested by the IBM Competitive Project Office on IBM SoftLayer, Amazon Web Services, and Microsoft Azure. These directly comparable, detailed price performance studies show that IBM SoftLayer delivers true cloud infrastructure savings compared to Amazon and Microsoft. READ MORE

Featured I.T. Jobs
CIPS
Information Systems Coordinator, Yorkton, Saskatchewan
Systems Analyst, Operations Applications, Leduc, Alberta
Manager, Business & Technology Systems, Whitehorse
SharePoint Analyst, Mississauga, Ontario
Specialist, Change Management, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Operational Database Administrator, Toronto, Ontario
Instructor Information Technology Software Development, Calgary, Alberta
Programmer Analyst, Mississauga, Ontario
WebSphere Platform Administrator, Ontario
Executive Lead, Toronto, Ontario
Project Office Coordinator, Calgary, Alberta
Vice President, IT Architecture & Integration, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Operations Lead - Systems Analyst, Toronto, Ontario
Senior Capacity Planner, Toronto, Ontario
Web Strategist, Kamloops, British Columbia

See more Job Postings and Upload your Resume at: http://jobs.cips.ca

CIPS AB Calgary Nov. 25 Event: 'Internet of Things (IoT)'
Brad Bechtold, National Director Oil and Gas Transformation with Cisco will speak on the Internet of Things. With more than 25 years in Oil and Gas, Brad is responsible for developing and leading Cisco's "go to market" strategy for Energy. He works with industry partners, education institutions, and Oil and Gas organizations. READ MORE

CIPS BC Victoria Nov. 26 Event: 'Transformation @ BC Ferries'
Members: $25.00*  Non-members: $35.00  Students: $15.00
* Includes: PMI, IIBA, ISACA, itSMF, ACMP members READ MORE

CIPS PEI Nov. 26 Lunch: 'Mission Possible: Recognizing people by the way they walk'
The topic this month is "Mission Possible: Recognizing people by the way they walk," presented by Patrick Connor, PhD, PEng, Postdoctoral fellow at ViTRAK Systems Inc. Come and learn how technological innovation has been put to use in assisting with the identification of individuals based on a person's unique body movement, rather than a fingerprint or iris scan. READ MORE

In conversation with Anne Miroux, UN leader for science, technology & innovation
IT World Canada
With executives and enterprises increasingly subject to scrutiny by shareholders and consumers on their societal contributions and impact, the United Nations provide a benchmark in this work. Particularly in the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) action lines and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Anne’s contributions provide valuable insight! READ MORE

Cloud maturity briefing paper via IBM
CIPS
Read what more than 700 IT and business leaders are saying about the impact of cloud. Maturity pays. Especially when it comes to cloud. READ MORE

Featured Webcast: Going Hybrid with APM
CIPS via IT World Canada
Security, reliability, and scale concerns mean you can’t monitor all of your mission-critical workloads with on Cloud APM. Enter Hybrid APM, allowing you to use IBM Performance Management on Cloud for the workloads you want, on premises for others, and still use a single dashboard to see it all in one place! Best of all, you can switch the mix as you go. READ MORE

CIPS AB Calgary Nov. 30 Business Intelligence SIG MEETING: 'SAP Predictive Analytics'
CIPS
Expose untapped opportunities and hidden risks buried in Big Data — with predictive analytics from SAP. Predict and influence business outcomes and respond to change before it happens. Combine capabilities such as predictive modeling, Big Data mining, real-time business intelligence (BI), data visualization, and more, to see what trends are emerging and where performance is headed. READ MORE

Health-care industry ripe for disruption? A conversation with millennial entrepreneur Raghu Rai
IT World Canada
Health care can occupy up to 25 per cent of GDP and increasing consumers want technology incorporated into their exchanges with healthcare professionals. To gauge the industry and what it means to enterprises, I had a chat with millennial entrepreneur, Raghu Rai, who is at the forefront. READ MORE

Call for Papers and Demos: IFIP World Information Technology Forum 2016 (WITFOR 2016)
CIPS
WITFOR investigates successful ICT strategies in developing countries and examines different initiatives and projects on effective, context sensitive development and use of ICT applications. WITFOR 2016 will be held in San José, Costa Rica, in collaboration with the Costa Rican Public Universities, under the overarching theme of ICT for Promoting Human Development and Protecting the Environment. READ MORE

TRENDING ARTICLES
Missed last week's issue? See which articles your colleagues read most.
- Queen's University Computer Science and Software Design programs re-accredited by CIPS (CIPS)
- Featured I.T. Jobs (CIPS)

Don't be left behind. Click here to see what else you missed.
CIPS National Corporate Partners

The following organizations have demonstrated their commitment to professionalism, ethics, and high standards for the I.T. profession through their support of CIPS. CIPS thanks all its partners for their contribution.

Become a CIPS Corporate Partner Today! - Send an email to jelias@cips.ca
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